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SIMULATION TRAINING



OF TRAINING
MULTIPLE SIMULATORS, MANY PARTICIPANTS, ONE SCENARIO



OPERATE
Pump Operation
Simulation

RESCUE
Rescue Situation 
Simulation 

DRIVE
Driver Training
Simulation

COMMAND
Incident Command 
Simulation

SUPPRESS
Fire Suppression 
Simulation 



The Continuum of Training is a multi-disciplinary, multiple participant capability for First Responder training that 
maximizes the use of FAAC simulators and tools, resulting in incremental “simple-to-complex” content-focused 
student learning. Each of the following training platforms is connected by a single scenario that plays-out as 
in the field.  

Be part of the solution by arriving at the scene safely. Driver training simulators, like 
the 2View Crew Trainer help identify the individual skills which will be required for the 
successful, safe operation of vehicles by First Responders. Training in this phase isolates 
individual skills within single events, coupled with proper judgment and decision making 
repetition and recurrence to establish a “conditioned reaction” of fundamental skills.

DRIVE

inCommand prepares the commander for decision making in scene management. This 
phase will also train other roles for preparation training for a full-scale incident. The 
simulation allows emergency crews to experience the event as they would in real life. 
They assess the situation and determine the best response strategy, implement it, and 
then observe the consequences of their decisions.

COMMAND
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SIMULATION TRAINING TOOLS FOR FIRST RESPONDERS
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INCIDENT MANAGEMENT TRAINING
inCommand, powered by the XVR’s On-
Scene, is an off-the-shelf interactive 3D 
incident command and control simulation 
for tactical and procedural level training. 
The trainee experiences the event through 
practical application by training in an 
immersive realistic virtual environment, 
without the dangers, costs, and time 
associated with traditional in-field training. 
Maximize the learning within a controlled 
and predictable setting through repeatable 
scenarios, controlled by programmable 
events, with the agility of dynamic 
instructor input.

Let the trainee experience it for 
themselves, through the consequences 
of their actions, allowing them to retain 
those “soft-skills” for those high-pressure, 
low frequency, situations. For all levels of 
experience, levels of training, simple to 
complex, inCommand meets the challenge.

Powered by XVR















RDS-100 DESKTOP

Features of VITALS
• Effective grading and review process
• Record students’ every step
•  Analyze performance and debrief
•  Customize events to agency tolerances
•  Policy verification

AASR - After Action Scenario Review
• Re-play / Re-drive
• Synchronized live video
•  Classroom review
• Real-time instructor review

VITALS is FAAC’S patented Virtual Instructor Trainee Assessment and Learning System. It is an interactive 
student assessment and department standards application. It assesses and records student training 
performance, while re-enforcing individual agency policy - enabling consistency of instruction. The system 
ultimately provides insight into student behavior based on unbiased, individual department-based evaluation.

Virtual Instructor Trainee Assessment Learning System



FAAC’s industry-leading Instructor Development Program goes well beyond teaching your instructors on how 
to use the simulator. Built from years of hands-on practical application training, FAAC transfers that knowledge 
to your team through its Simulator Instructor Training Courses. The program is designed for both the beginner 
and the seasoned instructor. Advanced courses offer the integration of your policies and further curriculum 
development.

Instructor Development

TRAINING THE 

Prepare Firefighters And Emergency Responders For Any Situation

If we want responders to be ready to act under stress, we need to train under stress—real, complex stresses: 
bad roads, bad weather, bad mains water pressure, panicked drivers, and confused victims. 

Training in a realistic virtual environment improves operational preparedness without the dangers, costs, and 
time associated with traditional live training. Our fire training simulations are built from the ground up to serve 
as a foundation for the most realistic training scenarios possible. We are dedicated to the highest fidelity in 
modeling and simulation technology. Ready to start training? We’re prepared to develop your optimal training 
solution—one that meets your objectives on your terms.




